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Mobile-Friendly IBM i Analytics Help Health
Care Providers Make Better Decisions
Agile Development Process Critical to Successful Deployment of
Newly Refined Core Business Application

Summary
MedAxiom, the leading cardiovascular performance community in the USA, partnered with
Fresche to develop MedAxcess, the largest and most powerful cardiovascular-specific database
and web-based analytics tool in the country. MedAxcess is a browser-based IBM i application
that is used by MedAxiom’s members to guide key decisions around staffing and equipment.
MedAxcess was originally developed in 2006 in partnership with Fresche’s Web Application
Services Team. It provides their members with analytical practice data supported by interactive
charts and graphs in dashboards that contain hundreds of metrics.
MedAxcess has evolved and expanded over the years and recently underwent a significant
redesign and restructuring to better support mobile devices and improve the user experience
for members.
Shawn Smith, MedAxiom’s Director of IT, says, “MedAxcess is one of our core products. It
helps our current members compare themselves against other cardiovascular organizations
and help them analyze their data to evaluate whether or not they need to look at efficiency
or productivity of their organization, and make sure they’re in line with best practices or any
government changes and more.”
Watch a video to see highlights of the MedAxcess 3.0 portal
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MedAxcess 3.0
Fresche was selected by MedAxiom to develop the initial release of MedAxcess. A strong
partnership was forged and Fresche continued to work cooperatively with MedAxiom to
evolve the application over the past 10+ years. This comprehensive new release was driven by
business growth, demand for new features, technology advancements and the need for a more
modern user experience.
MedAxcess 3.0 was developed by the Fresche team, and is a complete overhaul of the
entire workflow and user interface. It is an intuitive mobile-friendly application that
supports MedAxiom’s continued growth and provides a more flexible framework for future

“

enhancements.

We’ve worked with
Fresche for many
years since the
first iteration of
MedAxcess. We
decided to continue
our relationship with
Fresche because of the
great work from their
development and
project management
team, as well as the
great experience we
had in collaborating
with the Fresche team.

The new version improved the usability and navigation through the selection of measures and
filters for the various charts and graphs and introduced many value-add features such as the
ability to generate PowerPoint slides from dashboard reports and charts.
Shawn spearheaded MedAxiom’s efforts, working closely with Fresche’s services team.
“We’ve worked with Fresche for many years since the first iteration of MedAxcess. We decided
to continue our relationship with Fresche because of the great work from their development
and project management team, as well as the great experience we had in collaborating with the
Fresche team,” says Shawn.

With Fresche solutions, MedAxiom was able to:

“

- Shawn Smith,
Director of IT, MedAxiom

“

We use Nexus to
authenticate the user
login using single
sign-on and WebSmart
to authorize the level
of access. Fresche
created a custom
database table within
the OLAP cube to allow
us to enroll users into
MedAxcess.

Deploy mobile-friendly
analytics and dashboards
that support hundreds of
metrics.

Implement multiple levels
of completely customizable
security.

Provide interactive insights
for clients to review,
benchmark and interpret
their data.

The Power of Analytics
MedAxcess’ proprietary and interactive database allows MedAxiom’s members to query extensive
data resources on demand and provides a powerful tool for organizations to review, benchmark
and interpret their data.
Practice data is benchmarked against peer practices and provides over 800 metrics from key
areas. This includes:
•

Provider productivity and compensation comparisons

•

Revenue, expense, profit and number of studies

•

General ledger

•

Staffing comparison

•

Accounts receivable and Payor mix

“

- Shawn Smith,
Director of IT, MedAxiom
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Technology
At the heart of MedAxcess is a data warehouse stored in DB2 tables on IBM i. Data is organized
in an OLAP cube that uses multi-dimensional storage to facilitate a wide range of queries and
reporting. MedAxiom members can configure sets of measures and customize how they analyze
their data, providing valuable insight into practice performance and efficiency.
Fresche initially laid a solid foundation for the application using their WebSmart ILE and Nexus Portal
solutions. They continue to use WebSmart and Nexus in MedAxcess 3.0, with the application hosted
on IBM i using Apache Server. The team chose Bootstrap as the UX toolkit to develop a responsive,
mobile-friendly design.

“

“We have multiple levels of security that are completely customizable down to the user and measure
level,” says Shawn. “We use Nexus to authenticate the user login using single sign-on and WebSmart

Throughout the entire
process, Fresche made
us feel more like a
team member than a
client. When we picked
up the phone, there
was always someone
to answer our
questions, whether it
was tech support or
the developer who
was doing the work.

“

- Shawn Smith,
Director of IT, MedAxiom

to authorize the level of access. Fresche created a custom database table within the OLAP cube to
allow us to enroll users into MedAxcess and assign them a specific security level, through a custom
WebSmart admin interface.”

MedAxiom benefited from...

2
Collaborating on the
project using an agile
development process.

15

30

Staging the release to
ensure a successful
deployment.

Improving the user
experience while
supporting continued
growth.

Using an Agile Development Process

“

There are many factors that make a web development project successful and a collaborative

Our team worked
directly with Shawn
at MedAxiom.
Communication and
collaboration with
Shawn was excellent
and a key part of the
project success.... The
result is a modern,
intuitive, feature-rich
application that was
well received by the
membership.

relationship with the client is key. Fresche worked closely with MedAxiom’s team from initial

- Kris Waugh,
Project Manager, Fresche

application that was well received by the membership and something that all of us are

“
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design and prototype through development.
MedAxiom first created a series of mockups and new UX designs for the site. This represented
a critical first step in setting the stage for the new release of the application. Through a series
of workshops with the Fresche team, these mockups were transformed into an initial prototype
using Bootstrap, a mobile-friendly framework, which allowed MedAxiom to see the proposed
design and workflow prior to any significant development.
“Throughout the entire process, Fresche made us feel more like a team member than a
client,” says Shawn. “When we picked up the phone, there was always someone to answer our
questions, whether it was tech support or the developer who was doing the work.” After the
initial prototype was approved, development proceeded in sprints that focused on delivering
incremental new features and enhancements for key components.
“Our team worked directly with Shawn at MedAxiom,” says Fresche Project Manager Kris Waugh.
“Communication and collaboration with Shawn was excellent and a key part of the project
success. We met several times per week to review progress, align our visions early and adjust our
sprints as needed in response to their feedback. The result is a modern, intuitive, feature-rich
very proud of.”
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Staged Deployment and User Feedback
Great care was taken to ensure the successful deployment of MedAxcess 3.0. This started with
introductory webinars and a series of training sessions. The application was then deployed to
production in a staged release that allowed MedAxcess users to revert back to the previous version
(if needed) during a three-month adjustment period. MedAxiom also created training videos
and page-sensitive application help. The new mobile-friendly design, packed with new features,
resulted in a smooth transition for the membership.
“The team loves the new look and the application compatibility on multiple devices, whether it’s an
iPad, Mac or PC. The enhanced export to PowerPoint feature is used heavily by our external and
internal users. They love the new dashboard feature as well as the comparison charts. This allows

“

them to interpret information at a glance,” says Shawn.

The team loves
the new look and
the application
compatibility on
multiple devices,
whether it’s an iPad,
Mac or PC. The
enhanced export to
PowerPoint feature is
used heavily by our
external and internal
users.

“

- Shawn Smith,
Director of IT, MedAxiom

About MedAxiom
MedAxiom is the leading cardiovascular performance community in the USA, providing expert
consulting, networking and membership services including data analytics, program excellence
tools and educational events to improve business and patient care outcomes. A key component of
MedAxiom’s success is the data they collect and analyze to support operational decision making
for over 400+ cardiovascular organizations and 6,800+ physicians.

About Fresche Solutions
Fresche is the leading provider of automated digital transformation enablement for companies
who rely on IBM i systems. Through its transformation framework (tools, processes and
methodologies), Fresche delivers high quality application modernization as a service (MaaS) in
addition to a wide range of optimization solutions.
At Fresche, we understand that our clients have devoted substantial resources to adapt their IBM i
systems to meet their customers’ expectations. Two decades ago, we began making a significant
investment in R&D to help our clients efficiently recycle their IT assets and leverage their business
IP, empowering them to take advantage of digital solutions including web, mobile, cloud and AI.
Our clients are now in a better position to take advantage of new technology – reducing time to

“

value, mitigating risks and making application modernization affordable for every IBM i client on
the planet.

[Users] love the
new dashboard
feature as well as the
comparison charts.
This allows them to
interpret information
at a glance.

With over 400 digitally connected colleagues around the world and an extensive network of over
200 business partners, Fresche collectively brings clients the best solutions to drive innovation and
IT success.

“

- Shawn Smith,
Director of IT, MedAxiom
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